
Holding the line how-to

Do not
1) Punish, Threaten, or Shame
2) Reward or Bribe
3) Force Apologies
4) Ask a ? when "no" isn't an option
5) Take behavior personally

Do
1) Remember kids are SUPPOSED to test
boundaries to learn
2) Allow them to feel all feelings
3) Be clear and consistent
4) Honor your unique kid's personality

STRATEGIES

Give Controlled
Choices: 

2 or 3 options you
are ok with, so

your child
retains some

sense of control. 

Physically help
your child

follow through:
"I will help you

get into the car"
- calmly pick up
and put in car. 

Make Contact:
touch shoulder

or hold hand and
encourage child
to follow along

with you -
"Come." or "Let's
go" work well.

Model/Take
Turns:

"Like this...Your
turn, do it like
this." This helps

them see exactly
what you expect.

Make them feel
heard: 

You're *really*
wanted...

I wonder if you
were afraid...

Maybe you were
trying to...

Make up a game:
Aim for a

target, be a
character

Assign 1 part:
You do the red
cars, I'll do the

blue.

Challenge to a
race: 

With you, or to
beat the clock

Be Playful:
 Smile, Kind

tone, soft body
language

Puppets:
 Act out with a
toy/puppet who
follows rules

Say what you see,
hear, or notice: 

I see you really want
that doll...

Use "I" language
and offer help: 

"I see you're having a
hard time. I'd like to

help."

Use First (if, when)/Then:
"First we will..., then..." 

"If you do this, Then we..."
"When this is done, then

this can happen."

Have a routine:
When transitions are

expected, they are
easier to manage

Use a Timer:
There is less to fight if
the timer is signaling
the end rather than

you

Use Triggers:
A clean-up song, a

bedtime scent, a
naptime book

Transition Item:
You don't want to

quit cars, pick one to
go with you to bed.

Ask what they need:
How many minutes/

seconds  do you need
to finish what you're

working on?

Rewind Button:
Pretend to rewind

behavior and say
 "Let's try that again."

or call a "Do-over!" 

Empathize with Big
Feelings and give

them words to
describe them: 

"You feel so mad!"

Get Low: 
Sit on the floor -

this is non-
threatening and
can bring a child
out of fight mode

Hold space:
wait calmly and

quietly nearby, in
eye sight, while

the storm passes

Deep Breathing:
Model it even if

they aren't doing it
- mirror neurons
calm them as you

calm yourself

Provide an
alternative:

What TO do - you
can grit your teeth,

or say "STOP"
instead of bite.

Ask Child for Idea:
"Where are you

allowed  to..." or
"Where is a good

place to
jump/throw/ 
 splash etc."

Time - In:
Lend your own calm

by sitting with a
child on your lap or

by you until they
have co-regulated

Change Scenery:
Add Music, Go

outside or get them
in water. (water

table, bath, shower
etc.)

Be specific:
No "be nice" - it is

too vague. Instead
say *what* you
want: "Gentle

hands" or "Soft
touches"

Connect 1st:
Make eye contact,

smile, ask a question
to break focus,

offer a hug - then
direct/correct

Problem Solve:
Ask your child,

"How can we make
this better? What

can we do to
change this?" 

Remember: 

All Behavior Is Communication.

Your child is not GIVING you a hard time, they are HAVING a hard time.

Discipline is helping a child solve a problem, punishment is making a child suffer for having a problem. 
To raise problem-solvers, focus on solutions, not retribution.

This too, Shall Pass.

Kids are doing the best they can given their current mental, physical, emotional, and developmental state.


